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_1  Cutlery drawer systems

_2  Plate storage dividers

_3  Portable plate stacking

All drawer systems are supplied in a powder coated  
grey finish. 
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_1  Larder unit (500mm)

_2  Larder with internal drawers

_3  Two drawer sink base systems  
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_1  500mm classic tandem larder

_2  Classic base pull out wire baskets

_3  Drawer line systems with inner drawer

_4  Highline pull out shelving systems

_5  Three drawer food storage with dividers 
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_1  Arena half carousel

_2  Arena le mans corner storage

_3  Style magic corner

_4  1000mm classic tandem

_5  300mm style pull out larder

All chrome plated pull out systems are 
supplied as full extension and with soft 
close action. 
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_1 Highline base pullout shelves

_2 Black acrylic basket base (optional)

_3 1970mm tall pullout larder unit with wirework system.  
Each shelf has a capacity of 16kg. Total load = 80kg 

_4 Highline base 2 x 24L bins + additional side storage. Maximum load = 30kg

_5 Tall swing out pantry with standard baskets. Each shelf within the unit  
has a capacity of 15kg and each door shelf has 6kg. Total load = 80kg

_6 Highline base 3 x 24L bins + 6L bin. Maximum load = 30kg
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_1  Base corner cabinet with easy corner chrome shelves. 
Load capacity per shelf = 7.5kg. Total load = 30kg

_2  Base corner cabinet with twin chrome turn + slide 
carousel. Load capacity per shelf =10kg

_3 150mm base pullout with twin chrome shelves. 
Maximum load = 20kg

_4 300mm base 45deg pullout with twin white acrylic 
shelves. Maximum load = 20kg
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